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DEDICATION

For my wife: No dream is too big.
Your love and support cast out all fear.
Your smile makes me ever rise from the dust –
Joshua Belcher
For those who dare to dream, imagine and wonder.
“Deep calling unto deep” is within each person who is
willing to listen and be guided. Dare to be bold and
adventurous. Live life to the full.
William J. Jarema
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Chapter 1
THE START OF A NEW DAY

“The Creator smiled on me as the sun came up. I was lost in
His blazing gaze.”
Uda, Taos Mountain Meditations: 111au.

Delko’s favorite thing in the whole world was to sleep,
especially on cold wintry days. Even though winter was
coming to an end and the touch of springtime began to hint
itself in the daffodils and crocuses, patches of snow could still
be found in the thickets nearby the forest and deep along the
low ridges and hills. As an only child, Delko was spoiled in his
morning routines, thanks to his grandmother Clari. Breakfast
was always hot, fresh and on the table. She loved to cook, and
even more, Delko relished her elfin delicacies with every taste
bud. Clari was a woman of full elfin heritage. Delko, on the
other hand, was half elf and half lowlander dwarf from his
father’s side.
Inter-marriage of the races was common since the resolution
of the 100-Year War. The past few decades had been filled with
relative peace and tranquility. The nine dwarfen clans had
expanded their commerce to now include the druids, who lived in
the far south region of the Utop beyond the Grand Taos Mountains.
The dwarf clans dealt with the elves on a much less frequent
1
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basis, as their common bridge to life was never easily attainable.
Mutual compromise was the status quo. The elves lived east of
the Double Mountain in Boscage, which was the land of endless
forest. Lastly, the humans lived far, far west across the great
White Sea in the kingdom of Importune. Aside from the stray fair
trade ships that mulled the coast, direct contact between the four
races was rare. The whole United Dwarf Alliance of the Eastern
continent had grown and expanded as far north as the Castleberry
Mountains.
With his feet dangling from the bedside, Delko let out a
big stretch and yawned, hoping to quick-start his tired body.
The intoxicating aroma of sweet maple syrup and fresh bacon
filled the house, which made hopping out of bed an easier
task than he had anticipated. Like any typical young dwarf
he began the day looking into the three-foot mirror on the
near wall. Curiosities about his growing body led him on an
exciting ritual of inspecting the facial hairs which grew as a
sure sign of adolescent stardom. Today was no different in that
he planned to continue his gruesome exercise routine with his
best friends Fritz, Teto, Bebe and Matra, hoping to advance in
public popularity.
Grandmother Clari called from the kitchen, with an
affectionate giggle in her tone, “Delko, have you spent enough
time admiring yourself in that mirror yet? Come eat your
breakfast, or is there more to discover?”
“Coming, Grandmother Clari, I just wanted to make
sure all these new muscles I’ve developed last night were in
proper order.” With one last huff in the mirror he admired his
handsome lowlander beauty. Most of his culture was known
for having dashingly curly brown hair, dark tanned skin and
light blue eyes. Their mastery of herbal healing however
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was most widely renowned. Staring deep into his pores he
continued to hope he’d soon grow thick facial hair like his
father, who always maintained a well-groomed goatee. What
he admired most about himself was the fact that he stood out
from his friends with keenly pointed ears. They accentuated the
brightness of his white smile and helped to make the dimples
on his cheeks beam. Flexing his biceps he admired how much
they had grown in the past few weeks from all of the hard
work. With a grunt he squeezed his body so hard his stomach
muscles began to shape and form into a washboard. He smiled
proud of having finished his morning inspection. Thinking to
himself, Delko continued his self-admiration. “I’m going to
look great for my initiation at the Telling Tree. Just two more
weeks before the spring equinox when I can discover a future
full of wonder and surprise. I love the spring equinox moon for
its deep blue colors. We are fortunate to have three moons. I
also like our second moon that is blood red and the third moon
that is a light purple. Our seasons are introduced with such
awesome beauty when all three of them appear introducing
new seasons of the year. I’m so glad that the Telling Tree is
only a thirty-minute walk from here. I can knock around with
the gang before learning where I’ll spend the next few years of
my life as a young adult.”
Quickly throwing on clothes and splashing a handful of cold
water against his face, he combed his long curly hair and dashed
into the kitchen where his hopes for a great breakfast were not
disappointed. Grandmother had outdone herself once again
and it was easy for him to appreciate her treasured culinary
skills. He acknowledged with gratitude how important a good
breakfast was toward muscle building activities but then ate his
breakfast without a word. Disengaging from the usual morning
3
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conversational encounter, grandmother Clari only exposed the
occasional smirk while sipping homemade tea from the roof
garden. As each plate disappeared, gobbled up in haste, she
quietly removed them one at a time and washed them, humming
her favorite songs. With one last swallow Delko jumped from
the kitchen table, maple syrup still lingering on his lips, and
gave Grandmother a generous kiss on the cheek, leaving a
sticky residue as sure evidence of his affection. Running from
the kitchen to go out and meet his friends he almost escaped
Grandmother’s humble favor:
“Delko, my sweet boy, would you please go to the roof and
harvest some of the winter cabbage, kale, and spinach before
you begin your day’s adventure? You know it is on the east side
of the roof and is ready to be picked?”
He hesitated.
“Yes, Grandmother,” he managed without much of a
grumble. Walking out the front door he hung a quick right.
Lowlanders commonly built their houses with three elongated
roofs which sloped toward the ground. Gardens grew year round
because the sun provided enough heat during the day, while the
interior was sufficiently warm for plants to grow above, even
on the frostiest of nights. The lowlanders built these lush homes
to blend in with the earth and local environment. The gardens
made their houses a beautiful sight to admire. Especially now,
the fruit trees were already blooming with an early touch of
spring outlining the neighbors’ yards for miles. The cross
sections of fruit, nut and shade trees were all planted to benefit
the growth and production of each owner, providing a selfsufficient society.
The east side of Delko’s roof was filled with the overgrown
winter harvest and early spring vegetables, and he carefully
4
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walked up the roof to avoid squishing any of the prized
growth. Beginning from the top, he worked slowly down the
thin jagged paths, picking the finest vegetables which were
the envy of the neighbors. Bretano, his father, was famous
throughout the village of Opus not only for being the most
renowned healer, but for his gardening expertise. He could
easily grow vegetables four times the size of the ordinary. With
his hands full up to the chin, Delko took the few remaining
steps to the ground but slipped on an overgrown patch of wet
spinach, falling hard backwards with both legs flying high into
the air. His rump squashed a huge cabbage while his choicest
picks all bounced onto the green grass one by one in sounding
procession. He slid down the remaining few feet in a soft
spinach landslide, staining his butt and back with evidence for
laughter.
“Schnitzel—that really hurt” he cried out loud enough for
others to notice.
“What did you say, Delko? What was that noise?”
Grandmother offered with a raised tone. Cursing was forbidden
in their household.
“Oh nothing, Grandmother! I just slipped and almost broke
my neck harvesting these wonderful winter vegetables for you.”
A moment of silence passed.
“Bring them into the kitchen and be on your way, little
dwarf,” she bullied.
Delko lurched into the kitchen with as little notice as possible
and then tried to escape.
Grandmother’s eyes were too intent, as she laughed under
her breath at the sight. “What did I tell you about using your
skills to beat down the cabbage, child?”
Delko stopped in his tracks and shook his head.
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“Grandmother, as you can see, the cabbage is the one who
started the fight.”
Hopping into a clean pair of clothes he scurried off late
to meet his friends, who were probably already waiting
impatiently.
As he ran, Delko admired in a blur the many different
homes he passed. Even as an everyday occurrence, passing
through the neighborhood was still an event that could take
his breath away. Some of the houses had extensive water
gardens, while others contributed fresh rainwater with an
intricate gutter system that flowed into common drinking
water cisterns throughout each district. It was a system that
allowed little room for the waste of rainwater or snowmelt.
The water lilies were beginning to pop their heads above the
water gardens with fresh green leafy vegetation which would
be used in medicinal alchemy for salves. The roofs of other
neighboring districts farther out in the fields were designed to
catch wind through the use of large windmills. They served
the community in milling, propelling and distribution of water,
and as the main source of energy for furnaces used by many
of the local trades. Everything designed by the lowlanders
had stewardship and care for the environment as their driving
principle: architecture, farming, gardening, horticulture, wines
and beer distilleries, all of which made thorough contributions
to the pride and joy of the village.
As the sun crested the buildings with brilliance, Delko
passed through the center plaza where the market and trade
centers redounded, and though the day was still early, people
were already bustling about business. Just past the plaza on
the east side was the Aisline School for Healing and Herbal
Medicine, where his father was the co-creator and co-founder.
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The school was a place where people from all around the known
world came to study and learn about physical and mental health
and growth.
From inside the clinic Delko heard his name called by his
best friend Fritz. Delko slowed through the front entrance
only to be plummeted by a leaping giant. Fritz landed on
Delko hoping to be caught in mid-air, but both landed on
the ground in a hard thump. Fritz was bigger, stronger and
taller than Delko, and making such rash decisions proved
his size was bigger than his thinking processes. The crash
was loud enough to distract those who were attending to
healing in the first ward, but seeing the culprits, eyes turned
away quickly enough. Horseplay was a common noise to
be expected when Delko and Fritz were nearby. Casually
walking from behind the second corridor, a handsome dwarf
dressed in a bright white coat appeared holding a tray of
tinctures.
“Sure glad you are feeling better, Fritz. I guess you don’t
need this tincture for your stomach now?” Bretano stared at
Fritz, waiting for an intelligible response.
Fritz rose to rest on one arm. “Oh, yes, Director, the joy in
seeing your son took me beyond my senses. Though, such joy
does not diminish my need for your tincture to help settle my
stomach. I think I am suffering from food poisoning. My father
means well but his cooking can be quite lethal. Please don’t
tell him I said that, because I don’t want to hurt his feelings.
Ever since mother had to go visit her relatives in the elfin
Queendom, my siblings and I have had to endure my father’s
overbearing kindnesses.” He smiled deeply. “I’m quite sure
you’ll be receiving a visit from all four of my younger siblings
sometime today.”
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Bretano placed the tray on the table near the entrance and
offered the young dwarfs each a helping hand getting up. Bretano
was strong and well-built and his smile could disarm a banshee
or a crazed cave dwarf from sure chaos. Bretano hugged his son
and kissed him loudly on the forehead.
Delko felt his cheeks flush and wanted to say, Okay. Dad,
I’m too old for that kind of mush. Instead he said abashedly,
“Thanks, Dad, and good morning to you.”
The tincture had enough time to complete its compound
chemical reaction. Bretano poured it into a mug and offered it
to Fritz.
“You’re going to need to drink all of this tincture for it to
work and you’ll need to plan on taking it easy for the rest of the
day. The tincture is known for making a dwarf lightheaded and
dizzy.”
Fritz quickly gulped the mixture down, obviously hoping for
instant relief. Within a few moments Fritz released the loudest
belch Delko had ever heard in his entire life. Along with its
deafening volume came forth a gaping vapor; the smell was
paralyzing.
“Oh my gosh! Are you kidding me—Fritz?” Delko’s knees
nearly buckled as he turned away in disgust. “Your dad needs
to be locked away for whatever it is you’ve got dying inside of
your gut!”
Bretano laughed deeply and reassured Fritz, “Yep,
that’s a good sign. Better out than in, I always say. You will
continue to have some belching for the next thirty minutes.
You may want to go light on any food you eat today. I have
a suspicion you are going to have some cramping, and then
some serious bowel movements within the next two or three
hours.”
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“Thank you, Director Bretano. My stomach blesses you. I
can’t wait for my mother to return so I don’t have to see you for
routine visits.” He extended his hand in a gesture of thanksgiving.
Delko and Fritz hopped down the steps three at a time to
make up for time lost. They ran like wild dogs toward the end
of the village of Opus, where they were supposed to meet their
friends to begin their vigorous exercise routine. As they neared
the end of town, Fritz had to stop and puke. He admitted it
wasn’t going to be his best day, especially with doctor’s orders.
The smell was too much for Delko to handle, aside from the
ghastly sight, so he continued on in a slow walk away with his
eyes closed, holding his nose plugged. Delko’s nutter Jymko, a
magical animal resembling a mix of squirrel, raccoon and bear,
followed close behind and communicated in telepathic thought
his need to eat.
Delko shook his head.
***
“Jymko, are you kidding me?! You just saw what Fritz did and
all you can think about is food? C’mon, we’re late as it is. Eat
later!”
From his birth, Jymko had been with Delko through mischief
and mishaps. The whole purpose of the nutter was to protect
young dwarfs from acts of stupidity that could cause them
harm. The magical king of the nutters swore this loyal service
in honorable payment for all ages to the lowlanders race. One
courageous lowlander dwarf had changed the path of history by
rescuing a nutter in the face of evil. An act not required nor even
expected… simply an act of self-sacrifice; in saving the nutter
while the lowlander lost his own life. Thereafter whenever
9
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a lowlander dwarf was born, a nutter would appear by his or
her side on the third day of life. Nobody ever knew how the
process took place because no official request or search for such
companions had ever been made. The pairing became a way
of life, a bond of surety until the dwarf reached the age of 99
when the nutter disappeared without warning. The magical bond
grew every day, and the mind of the two would become one in a
mysterious way. An intimate conversation took place like a tide
of music in the depths of the soul, a constant swaying of deep
love and understanding.
A story was told in Delko’s family about the power of his
nutter—Jymko. When Delko was a small child, a humongous
Seper snake had secretly slithered through the bedroom window.
How the rare snake had managed to pass through the Double
Mountains from the Barren Cliffs was a curious debacle in itself.
Seper snakes were an intelligent and poisonous breed that always
sought out easy prey for quick snacks and their venom was one
of the deadliest. If a person was bitten, the poison circulated
quickly through the bloodstream and would lock the joints of
the victim in a state of paralysis until death overtook them.
Otherwise the venom acted like an acid to most flesh-bearing
creatures, and its use in acts of sabotage or on the tips of arrows
was not uncommon.
In this case, Delko’s parents were in another town healing
the sick when his Grandmother Clari luckily strolled in from
the garden. Delko was supposed to be safely napping on the
bed and she found him instead already half engulfed by the
snake’s throat. He was only moments away from being crushed
to death. With her gift of communicating to animals, all she
could do was to lull the snake into hypnosis through an ancient
elfin song. The snake began to release Delko and rest its head
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on the bedroom floor. Delko’s tears and energy reached out
far and wide across the ecosphere to Jymko, who as if in the
blink of an eye, appeared and took matters into his own hands.
Jumping onto the snake’s head in one swift swoop with claws
outstretched, he decapitated the snake with a fierce swipe. From
its mangled remains a venomous spew sprayed forth in every
direction, burning almost a third of his grandmother’s body, and
left the walls splattered in brilliant blue goo. His grandmother’s
wounds took months if not a full year to completely heal through
a variety of magical herbs and the healing magic of the Elves;
such might not have been the fate for most commoners. When
Delko grew older and asked her to retell the story, she used to
say those burns and scars she received were necessary wounds
of love. As for Delko, when Jymko lopped off the snake’s head,
he had immediately covered the tender skin of the young child
like a large, strewn-out blanket, as he was immune to such
poisonous liquids. The snake incident had stirred a great deal of
emotion and fear among the locals and they speculated an evil
power had lured it there to consume the child, so his spared life
didn’t go unnoticed.
Delko’s nutter wasn’t much different from the rest. In fact
they mostly looked the same, bearing color changes from dark
brown to black, with mixtures of grey and white. Their colors
frequently transformed according to mood. The only sure way
to recognize an individual was the special draw it shared with
its partner. Straying far was rare except for the call of fruit and
nuts, which was their greatest weakness. Their huge fluffy tails
would act as warm blankets on frosty nights, and their ability to
control body temperature had saved many a dwarf’s life. Every
year when winter turned deadly, they served well on long or
over-delayed journeys. The opposite was true in the scorching
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heat of the desert. They could generate a cool temperature like
ice packs for the neck. In time of minor injury, their tongue
was a sweet caress which could heal wounds. Their fur could
radiate deliciously sanctifying odors which soothed the mind in
time of trouble which thus gave moments of clarity in adverse
decision making. At any moment nutters could change their
weight from being as light as a feather to that of about thirty-five
stones making any situation fit their advantage. Regardless of
size, their arms and legs were extraordinarily strong, with nails
as sharp as the sharpest sword, able to tear through the toughest
material with ease.
They weren’t the finest looking creatures in the land. They
were a descendent from the magical race of mystical animals
since the beginning of the known creation which held together
peace and harmony. Their efforts never stopped the malice and
tyranny of evil from spreading; however, they fulfilled their part.
Most races sought them out because of their impeccable ability
to act as guides anywhere, as well as their keen ability to sense
danger. The humans in all of their malice had begun sailing
far across the Great White Seas to trap them for large profits,
yet they were never too successful at it. Thus the fur of one
nutter alone sold for fifty brozans. Nutters had proven to be far
too dangerous alive as captives except for the few daring royalty
who cared more about the show of wealth than they did for the
safety of others.
***
Jymko was too stubborn to obey such a request, knowing
Delko was only in it for himself, and took off for the nearest
storage barn where the village’s winter dried fruit and nuts
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were. Fritz’s nutter Jag couldn’t hold off the temptation either
and bolted away as well. Too bad; it was breakfast. The store
houses were the only place where nutters were allowed to eat
publicly and contained bins full of nuts and dried fruit for that
sole purpose.
Delko and Fritz arrived at their destination surprised and
alone. All of their anxiety was spent for nothing! They sat down
frustrated in the cool grass and tried to bask in the warming sun
as they waited for Teto, Bebe and Matra to show up. Shortly after,
Delko heard them coming from a distance, talking loudly with
great enthusiasm. When Bebe saw them relaxing, she provided
entertainment with a cartwheel and a few backflips. She was
never the type to underperform. Matra did her best to imitate
Bebe and vaulted a few high-flying somersaults yet landing on
both Delko and Fritz. They were left with gaping mouths that
turned into infectious belly laughs. Matra was the smallest of
the group. She was admired by most of the young male dwarfs
for her charm and wit. She always had a strong affection for
Delko but neither of them had moved their relationship into
anything serious. They were good friends. What cemented their
relationship was Matra’s mother who worked with Delko’s dad
in the clinic. Matra’s mother was known for her deep compassion
and kindness to all dwarfs, druids, elves and humans.
Teto walked over nonchalantly, bent to one knee and put
his arm around Delko’s shoulder. He spoke loud enough for
everyone to hear. “Crazy female dwarfs...they think they’re as
skilled as the forest dwarfs! We all know forest dwarfs are the
only experts in martial arts. They would outwit and outsmart
any lowlander in a real competition.”
Bebe spit on the ground at his feet in disgust. “You think
you’re so smart, don’t you, you moth-brained dwarf? Maybe
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you should put a bet on that ignorance? I have a little secret.
I know where Slippers stored a bag of dried fruits and nuts in the
Woods of Folkmoot. Why don’t we see if you guys can pilfer it
with all your advanced skills and techniques?”
All three male dwarfs smiled at each other with a firm
nod and took the bait. “It’s a deal,” they responded in unison.
“Let’s go.”
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